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Introduction summary: good news! … , my next publication [this one fiction] is out; and is free for five 

days at least; starting tomorrow and so on. cited: amazon kindle 

Here’s the link to view it (& cited) :  
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https://www.amazon.com/Dhruv-Durgan-Colored-Specimens-Cement-

ebook/dp/B07NKP67LT/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1549829961&sr=8-1&keywords=goura+fotadar 

 

Main *place*: 

Ib: one day approximately eleven hours straight of mild to … [<-what is this]mode  

 Statistical stack of st least different state [define state, as re-study] 

 

Like fifth grade 

Advanced militia intersecting analysis: 

In this phase-deployment; 

Normal responses: enough completed access  

To necessary resources such as actualized  

Food: when you complete eating the food: does it make you sick 

(a) How sick, curable- [y] ill or not (feels like) 

(b) Are you safe while you eat; i.e.,  feels like no-one will harm you or feels like some-one will 

harm you 

Process of combat, advanced: earn*/provide 

(levels of access) display of resources  

In accessible variety 

Attempt at retrieval 

Of appropriate actual portions. 

Notice of happenings at time of retrieval  

[levels of harm experienced] 

| 

| 

| 

| 

\/ 

Transition or not to use of resource [s] 

[after effect: health or not] 

https://www.amazon.com/Dhruv-Durgan-Colored-Specimens-Cement-ebook/dp/B07NKP67LT/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1549829961&sr=8-1&keywords=goura+fotadar
https://www.amazon.com/Dhruv-Durgan-Colored-Specimens-Cement-ebook/dp/B07NKP67LT/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1549829961&sr=8-1&keywords=goura+fotadar
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a mole-hill    (cited: r.a.s.b. (last one) & r-bows in gen.) 

 

 

| 

| 

| 

| 

| 

\/ 

   (unjust variant of harm) Example[s]: re-visited by harm [time cue] and-or  

                                                   Supplemental harm  

. 
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[aa below, just a review hint: modified in color selection cited: microsoft word ]

 

 

Three blocks become a tablet, chandelier  

 

Combat strategy: advanced principle  

[concealing as in disguise] 

 

For this context: stay away from 

                                               The tablets 

                                 Decorate the tablets 

                             Then time: back, static, forth - you no longer have to stay (away) from tablets  
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[test question: what do[e] “they”  perspective the tablets are [instead] and now that the tablets are 

decorated] 

Accompanying music citation: mary j. blige, just fine  

 


